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Deep River Karl Marlantes 2019-07-02 Three Finnish siblings head for the logging ﬁelds of nineteenthcentury America in the New York Times–bestselling author’s “commanding historical epic” (Washington
Post). Born into a farm family, the three Koski siblings—Ilmari, Matti, and Aino—are raised to maintain
their grit and resiliency in the face of hardship. This lesson in sisu takes on special meaning when their
father is arrested by imperial Russian authorities, never to be seen again. Lured by the prospects of the
Homestead Act, Ilmari and Matti set sail for America, while young Aino, feeling betrayed and adrift after
her Marxist cell is exposed, follows soon after. The brothers establish themselves among a logging
community in southern Washington, not far from the Columbia River. In this New World, they each ﬁnd
themselves—Ilmari as the family’s spiritual rock; Matti as a fearless logger and entrepreneur; and Aino as
a ﬁercely independent woman and union activist who is willing to make any sacriﬁce for the cause that
sustains her. Layered with fascinating historical detail, this novel bears witness to the stump-ridden ﬁelds
that the loggers—and the ﬁrst waves of modernity—leave behind. At its heart, Deep River explores the
place of the individual, and of the immigrant, in an America still in the process of deﬁning its own
identity.
Lonely Planet Rome Lonely Planet 2018-01-01 Lonely Planet Rome is your passport to the most relevant,
up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Channel your inner
gladiator at the Colosseum, spend hours wandering the vast Vatican Museums, or toss a coin and make a
wish at Trevi Fountain; all with your trusted travel companion.
Construction Morphology Geert Booij 2010-09-30 This book shows how complex words can be analysed
as constructions, as pairings of forms and meanings. It advances work on the architecture of grammar,
the morphology-syntax interface, the characteristics of the lexicon, and the analysis of
grammaticalization. It is an important work for morphology in particular and linguistic theory in general.
Bluey: Bluey and Friends Sticker Activity BLUEY. 2022-01-27 Get stuck in with Bluey and friends! With
over 90 stickers, get ready for oodles of fun and games with Bluey, Bingo and all of their friends. Play
along by using your stickers to help them build forts, create shadow paths in a game of Shadowlands and
so much more! Want more Bluey stick and play fun? Also available: Bluey: Meet Bluey! Sticker Activity
Book
Theories of Developmental Psychology Patricia H. Miller 2016-02-24 Always reﬂective of the latest
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research and thinking in the ﬁeld, Patricia Miller’s acclaimed text oﬀers an ideal way to help students
understand and distinguish the major theoretical schools of child development. This fully updated new
edition includes a new focus on biological theories of development, and oﬀers new instructor resource
materials.
Ghoulia and the Ghost with No Name (Book #3) Barbara Cantini 2020-08-18 Book #3 in this fully
illustrated, not-so-spooky chapter book series starring everyone’s favorite little zombie Ghoulia, Auntie
Departed, and Tragedy the greyhound are back for another adventure at Crumbling Manor! They’re
preparing for the annual Dead but Not Departed New Year’s Eve party. A young ghost arrives, and he
seems to be fading away. Turns out, the ghost has forgotten his own name and is in danger of vanishing
entirely—all because there’s no one left alive who remembers him. Not on Ghoulia’s watch! If she can
help the ghost ﬁgure out his name, she’ll be able to keep him safe. But will Ghoulia be able to discover
the truth before it’s too late? With all the hijinks and Tim Burton–style art that made Books #1 and #2
fan favorites, Book #3 is sure to deliver!
Virtually You: The Dangerous Powers of the E-Personality Elias Aboujaoude 2012-02-06 Explores the new
phenomenon of the "e-personality," which allows people to act online with more exaggerated conﬁdence,
sexiness, and charisma than they would in person, and discusses how real life is being reconﬁgured by
the Internet.
Shhh! This Book is Sleeping Cedric Ramadier 2016-01-12 Hold this book gently because it’s very sleepy!
A mouse inside the pages invites you to read the book a bedtime story, tuck it in with a cozy blanket, and
give it a hug and a kiss. Oh, and don’t forget to ask whether it brushed its teeth and went pee-pee! Then
turn oﬀ the light. There. Shhh! This book is sleeping! Fans of Press Here and The Monster at the End of
This Book will enjoy coaxing the very book they’re holding to go to sleep.
Eyelike Stickers: Dinosaurs Workman Publishing 2013-05-21 They’re reusable! The sticker book series
that kids love has a new addition: EyeLike Stickers: Dinosaurs. Each book contains 400 full-color stickers
that are amazingly detailed and lifelike in quality and are designed to be stuck on, peeled oﬀ, and stuck
on again without tearing or losing their “stick.” The books’ inside covers are glossy illustrated
backgrounds on which kids can create lively and original sticker scenes—and then change them
whenever they like. Prehistoric species come to life in Dinosaurs, featuring the fearsome T-rex, tanklike
triceratops, lumbering apatosaurus, and soaring pterodactyl.
Art Workshops for Children Hervé Tullet 2015-09-14 A guide to eleven children's art workshops by
one of the world's most innovative facilitators and best-selling bookmakers. Workshops are designed to
spark children's imaginations, champion group bonding, and give visually pleasing results - with no
artistic ability required. Illustrated and written by author of Press Here (over 1 million copies sold
worldwide and a The New York Times bestseller for 3 years running). Each workshop includes: a list of
materials needed, a step-by-step guide to facilitation, practical tips, illustrated examples, and photos of
workshops in progress. Tried and tested around the world by children of all ages. Perfect for organizing
group events at home, in schools, at parties, at museums - anywhere!
Little Fairy's Christmas Daniela Drescher 2010 A little fairy gets lost in a snowstorm and is blown far away
from home. Her poor, thin wings are freezing! As she looks for shelter, she meets a friendly robin and owl
who give her food and clothes, and in turn she looks after a little elf boy. It's Christmas Eve and Father
Christmas is out delivering his presents. Along his way he ﬁnds the lost, shivering children, and takes
them home, as well as giving them gifts. Together the children have a wonderful Christmas -- and ﬁnally
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get warm. Beautiful, delicate illustrations make this book one to treasure.
Travel with Children Lonely Planet 2015-07-01 This updated version of Travel With Children oﬀers you
the most comprehensive advice for taking your family on the road, and now adds hundreds of destination
ideas backed up by great photography and practical itineraries. Assembled by Lonely Planet's team of
travel-savvy parent experts, family travellers can rely on insights and advice on choosing the right trip,
healthy travel, travelling with teens and much more. Important Notice: The digital edition of this book
may not contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
Luca Pacioli Argante Ciocci 2017 Oﬀers biographical information on Italian mathematician and
Franciscan friar Luca Pacioli (c.1445-1514), provided by the School of Mathematics and Statistics of the
University of St. Andrews in Scotland. Notes that one of his works contained the ﬁrst printed description
of bookkeeping by double entry.
Lasker's Manual of Chess Emanuel Lasker 2013-04-15 Great chess master shares his secrets,
including basic methods of gaining advantages, exchange value of pieces, openings, combinations,
position play, aesthetics, and other important maneuvers. More than 300 diagrams.
The Secret History of Tom Trueheart Ian Beck 2008-04-22 Will Tom ever have a story of his own? Tom
Trueheart's six older brothers are famous. They go on exciting quests in the Land of Stories to complete
tales the Story Bureau assigns them. Tom stays at home with his mother. But when his brothers fail to
return from their latest adventures in time for Tom's twelfth birthday, a letter from the Story Bureau
arrives . . . addressed to Tom. Only he can venture into the Land of Stories to ﬁnd out why his brothers
haven't completed their missions. Tom packs his bags and kisses his mother good-bye. He's about to
discover a tale of his own. . . . How will it end?
The Travel Activity Book Rebecca Gilpin 2014-03-10 Whether in the car, waiting at the airport, on the
train or by the poolside, the colourful pages will keep children amused for hours - whatever the weather.
Puzzle answers and solutions are given at the back of the book
The Binder of Lost Stories Cristina Caboni 2020-01-21 From international bestselling author Cristina
Caboni comes an exquisite and engrossing novel of two women, centuries apart, bound by a love of
books and a longing for self-discovery. With her delicate touch, Soﬁa Bauer restores books to their
original splendor. In this art she ﬁnds refuge from her crumbling marriage and the feeling that her oncevibrant life is slipping away. Then an antique German edition takes her breath away. Slipped covertly into
the endpapers is an intriguing missive, the ﬁrst part of a secret...from one bookbinder to another. Two
hundred years ago, Clarice von Harmel deﬁed the constraints of family and society to engage in a
profession forbidden to women. Within three separate volumes, Clarice bound her own hidden story ﬁlled
with pain, longing, and love beyond all reason. A confession that now crosses centuries to touch the
heart of a stranger. With the help of book collector Tomaso Leoni, Soﬁa connects the threads of Clarice's
past, page by page, line by line, town by town. She's determined to make Clarice's voice heard. With
each new revelation, Clarice is giving Soﬁa the courage to ﬁnd her own voice and hope for the future she
thought was lost.
Closet Drama Catherine B. Burroughs 2018-09-03 Closet Drama: History, Theory, Form introduces the
emerging ﬁeld of Closet Drama Studies by featuring twelve original essays from distinguished scholars
who oﬀer fresh and illuminating perspectives on closet drama as a genre. Examining an unusual mix of
historical narratives, performances, and texts from the Renaissance to the present, this collection
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unleashes a provocative array of theoretical concerns about the phenomenon of the closet play--a
dramatic text written for reading rather than acting.
Look and Find Bugs Kirsteen ROBSON 2018-06 A wonderfully illustrated puzzle book teeming with all
kinds of insects and other creepy crawlies to spot, count and match. Spot a bee on a bicycle, a butterﬂy
tapping a tambourine and many more eye-catching challenges. The intricate illustrations make these
seemingly simple puzzles a lot harder than you might think! A great book children will want to return to
time and time again. Delightful details provides endless spot-and-talk-about opportunities. An activity
book children will want to share and enjoy with friends and family.
Christmas Books Charles Dickens 1868
The Usborne Big Doodling Book Fiona Watt 2012-06-01 This fun and stylish book is full of exciting
things to doodle. Add beaks and hats to penguins, dials and lights to robots, patterns and tongues to
snakes, and lot's lot's more.
Orphic Songs Dino Campana 1984 This vivid presentation of Campana demonstrates why Italian readers
have cherished his poems since the ﬁrst appearance of Canti Orﬁci in 1914. Charles Wright's translation,
Jonathan Galassi's introduction, and, as afterword, Montale's thoughtful essay on Campana, identify the
heart of this poet's achievement.
28 Good Night Stories Brigitte Weninger 2008 A charming collection of bedtime tales covers an array
of topics and is presented in diverse voices through the works of various authors, enhanced with full-color
illustrations throughout.
Doodle Cook Hervé Tullet 2011 Young art-chefs - your moment has come! The table is set and your
ingredients await: an empty plate, color pens and - most important of all - your imagination! Now, add a
dash of squiggles there, a handful of zig zags for ﬂavor - and voila!
Merry Christmas, Dumpster Dog! Colas Gutman 2019-12-06 It's Christmas once again. But this year,
Dumpster Dog and Flat Cat have decided they're going to celebrate in a house instead of their trash can!
But can they ﬁnd a home for Christmas? Enter the Noel family. Dumpster Dog scratches at their door,
which is opened by the young Marie. How wonderful, she thinks, to ﬁnally have a disgustingly dumpy dog
to leave under the tree for my brother. With that, she opens the door!
Saying No Asha Phillips 2008 Asha Phillips writes as both a child psychotherapist and a mother, using
case studies as well as informal anecdotes from family and friends as illustrations. She strips away the
negative associations surrounding the word 'no' and celebrates change and setting limits as essential
ingredients in development. In a new introduction, Asha Phillips explains why the idea of limits and
boundaries have become ever more pertinent since the book was ﬁrst published. Now with a new chapter
on illness in the family, Saying No can continue to build conﬁdence and self-esteem in both children and
parents.
Rivisteria 2000
Big Book of Stars and Planets Emily Bone 2014-01-01
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Little One Jo Weaver 2016-03-01 A loving nursery gift for new parents, this soothingly illustrated picture
book follows a new bear cub and his mother as they discover a great big world together. Spring is here
and new life is stirring. There is so much for Big Bear to teach her new cub as they step out into the
forest. Together they eat, swim, ﬁsh, and play as one season becomes the next. With Big Bear's help,
Little One grows more and more conﬁdent, until winter comes once more and it's time to head home.
With gentle text and stunning charcoal illustrations, award-winning author-illustrator Jo Weaver reveals
the wonder of nature, the ﬁrst steps of independence, and the strength of parental love. Ideal for story
time, bedtime, and elementary studies on animals.
Ghosthunters and the Incredibly Revolting Ghost Cornelia Caroline Funke 2008-07-10 A timid boy
named Tom reluctantly agrees to help professional ghostbuster Hetty Hyssop dispel an IRG (Incredibly
Revolting Ghost) from an old house.
Encyclopedia Prehistorica Dinosaurs Pop-Up Special Edition Matthew Reinhart 2005-07-12 From
renowned pop-up masters Robert Sabuda and Matthew Reinhart comes an awe-inspiring tribute to the
world's most beloved extinct animals and their 180-million-year reign on our planet. Open this book and
a massive T. REX springs out, ﬂashing a startling jawful of jagged teeth. Turn the next spread and a
ravishing raptor unfurls and appears to ﬂy oﬀ the edge of the page. Inside the amazing ENCYCLOPEDIA
PREHISTORICA: DINOSAURS are "shield bearers" in full-body armor, creatures with frilly headgear, and
weighty, long-necked giants. There are even amusing tidbits on the history of paleontology itself — like a
pop-up version of a Victorian New Year's dinner in the belly of a dinosaur model, or a pair of scientists
locked in a literal tug-of-war over bones. Full of fascinating facts and lighthearted good humor, this
breathtaking book includes fascinating, up-to-the-minute information about popular dinosaurs as well as
many lesser-known varieties. With each of six spreads featuring one spectacular, large pop-up as well as
booklets of smaller pop-ups and text, ENCYCLOPEDIA PREHISTORICA: DINOSAURS is a magniﬁcent
display of paper engineering and creativity — an astonishing book that will be read, admired, and
treasured forever.
Look Inside Your Body Louie Stowell 2013-01-01 Peek under all the ﬂaps in these colorful and engaging
books--perfect for little ﬁngers and curious minds.
The Usborne Big Book of Sea Creatures Minna Lacey 2012-01-01 Introduces various sea creatures,
including mammals, animals with and without shells, sharks, and ﬁsh, providing information on their sizes
and characteristics.
Heroes of the Valley Jonathan Stroud 2010 YA. Adventure ﬁction. Fantasy ﬁction. Listen then, and I'll
tell you again of the Battle of the Rock. But none of your usual wriggling, or I'll stop before I've begun . .
.Halli loves the old stories from when the valley was a wild and dangerous place - when the twelve
legendary heroes stood together to defeat the ancient enemy, the bloodthirsty Trows. Halli longs for
adventure but these days the most dangerous thing in the valley is boredom. He tries to liven things up
by playing practical jokes. But when one of his jokes goes too far, he reawakens an old blood feud and
ﬁnds himself on a hero's quest after all. Along the way he meets a ruthless thief, a murderous rival, and a
girl who may just be as fearless as he is . Jonathan Stroud has created an epic saga with a funny, unique
spin, and an unforgettable anti-hero.
The Psychology of the Chess Player Reuben Fine 2009-08-01 Dr. Fine, both a pyschoanalyst and a great
chess player of the 20th century, analyzes what sets chess champions apart.
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To Night Owl From Dogﬁsh Holly Goldberg Sloan 2019-02-12 From two extraordinary authors comes a
moving, exuberant, laugh-out-loud novel about friendship and family, told entirely in emails and letters.
Avery Bloom, who's bookish, intense, and afraid of many things, particularly deep water, lives in New
York City. Bett Devlin, who's fearless, outgoing, and loves all animals as well as the ocean, lives in
California. What they have in common is that they are both twelve years old, and are both being raised
by single, gay dads. When their dads fall in love, Bett and Avery are sent, against their will, to the same
sleepaway camp. Their dads hope that they will ﬁnd common ground and become friends--and possibly,
one day, even sisters. But things soon go oﬀ the rails for the girls (and for their dads too), and they ﬁnd
themselves on a summer adventure that neither of them could have predicted. Now that they can't
imagine life without each other, will Bett and Avery (who sometimes call themselves Night Owl and
Dogﬁsh) ﬁgure out a way to be a family?
Little Children's Travel Pad Kirsteen ROBSON 2018-03 A write-in, tear-oﬀ activity pad containing lots
of puzzles; look and ﬁnd, mazes, dot-to-dots, word searches and more will help children develop vital
reading, writing, counting and observational skills. Great for keeping children occupied on journeys, rainy
days or during quiet moments. Perfect for sharing with a friend.
The Raft Lucia Salemi 2014-09-04 "He opened his suitcase and a ray of sunshine came out. -It's for
when I'm afraid of the dark in the new house where I will live.-" Five little refugees traveling on a raft, in
the middle of the sea, hold on to their hopes for a brighter future. It ends on a positive note. ***** 40
million refugees in the world are forced to ﬂee their homeland under threat of persecution, conﬂict and
violence. Children constitute about 40 percent of the world's refugees.
Distracted Maggie Jackson 2010-05 This is an important book...a harrowing documentation of our
modern world's descent into fragmentation, self alienation, and emptiness-brought on, to a large extent,
by communication technologies that distract us, dislocate us, and destroy our inner lives.--Alan Lightman,
author of the bestselling Einstein's Dreams and National Book Award ﬁnalist The Diagnosis and MIT
professorThis fascinating book on America's collective ADD is a wake-up call to all of us to take back our
lives, turn oﬀ the technology, and focus on paying attention to what makes us human and fulﬁlled.-Rosabeth Moss Kanter, Harvard Business School Professor and author of America the Principled and
ConﬁdenceWe have oceans of information at our disposal, yet we increasingly seek knowledge in online
headlines glimpsed on the run. We are networked as never before, but we connect with friends and
family via e-mail and ﬂeeting face-to-face moments that are rescheduled and interrupted a dozen times.
Despite our wondrous technologies and scientiﬁc advances, we are nurturing a culture of diﬀusion,
fragmentation, and detachment.In this new world, something crucial is missing: attention-the key to
recapturing our ability to connect, reﬂect, and relax; the secret to coping with a mobile, multitasking,
virtual world. How did we get to the point where we keep one eye on our Blackberry and one eye on our
spouse-in bed? We can contact millions of people worldwide, so why is it hard to schedule a simple family
supper? Most importantly, what can we do about it? Distracted vividly shows how day by day, our hypermobile, cyber-centric, interrupted lives erode our capacity for deep focus and awareness. The
implications for a healthy society are stark.Attention is the building block of intimacy, wisdom, and
cultural progress. Jackson makes it clear that if we squander our powers of attention, our technological
age could ultimately slip into cultural decline. And yet we are just as capable of igniting a renaissance of
attention by strengthening our skills of focus and perception, the keys to judgment, memory, morality,
and happiness. Jackson reveals the astonishing scientiﬁc discoveries that can help us rekindle our powers
of attention in a world of speed and overload. She oﬀers us a wake-up call, and reasons for
hope.Distracted is an original exposé of the multifaceted nature of attention, an engaging and often
surprising portrait of postmodern life, and a compelling roadmap for cultivating sustained focus and
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nurturing a more enriched and literate society. More than ever, we cannot aﬀord to let distraction
become the marker of our time.Maggie Jackson (New York, NY) is an award-winning author and journalist
who writes the popular Balancing Acts column in the Boston Globe. Her work also has appeared in The
New York Times and on National Public Radio, among other national publications. Her acclaimed ﬁrst
book, What's Happening to Home? Balancing Work, Life and Refuge in the Information Age, examined the
loss of home as a refuge.
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